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Error page locks video pipeline on skip forward/backward
06/25/2015 10:18 AM - Leonid Protasov

Status: Fixed Start date: 06/25/2015
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 100%
Category: Video playback Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 4.10
Found in version: 4.9.594 Platform: Linux
Description

To reproduce, run Online TV->Sample M3U List->Music->Go to the bottom of the list and play last item. Advance via PgUp to Virgin
Radio TV. It plays bs. If you backspace and play it directly - it's ok.

Associated revisions
Revision 5434b418 - 06/27/2015 07:28 AM - Andreas Smas

Make sure to clear "hold" -flags when reusing media pipe for another stream

Fixes #2715

History
#1 - 06/25/2015 10:39 AM - Leonid Protasov

Reproducible on OS X.

#2 - 06/26/2015 08:37 AM - Andreas Smas

could be related to when switching from HLS to RTMP?

#3 - 06/26/2015 08:43 AM - Leonid Protasov

Andreas Öman wrote:

could be related to when switching from HLS to RTMP?

Reproduce via navi-x. It's related when switching from page with error on black background to RTMP, MPEG2 etc anything different from HLS. But
that black background error page we get from HLS /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/smile.png

#4 - 06/26/2015 11:56 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Subject changed from hls page errors (somehow lock video init of the next/previous video on transition) to Error page locks video pipeline on skip 
forward/backward

Just use this code to reproduce:
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    page.appendItem('http://bit.do/2DTZ', "video", { title: "Play me" });
    page.appendItem('https://movian.tv/attachments/download/1835/xvid_480p_as_l5_1mbps_he-aac_foreign_subs_matrix.mkv', "video", { title:
"Skip forward to me from 'Play me'" });

#5 - 06/27/2015 07:30 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Accepted

Perfect bug-report (with the small script) and thus easy to reproduce, fix coming up!

#6 - 06/27/2015 07:44 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:git|5434b418e413171ac3e131983ee881cf56ea6d71.
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